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Abstract 

 
This paper is a progress report of the activities of the Department of Defense (DoD) Joint Service Accident 
Evaluation Working Group (JSAEWG). The JSAEWG is a Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board 
(DDESB) established working group consisting of individuals from the various Services’ safety centers and members 
of the DDESB’s staff and designed to address improvements in ammunition and explosives accident reporting and 
trend analyses. The working group’s primary objectives are to improve the reliability of the mishap data contained in 
the Explosives Safety Mishaps Analysis Module (ESMAM), to expand its usability and query functions, and share 
appropriate lessons learned. This paper specifically focuses on the improvements already made to ESMAM, 
discusses the path detailed in the Explosives Safety Mishap Analysis and Evaluation Implementation Plan to collect, 
aggregate, and analyze data to determine trends and when applicable recommend changes to DoD explosives safety 
policy and technical requirements, and discusses recent analyses of mishaps and their impact on determining 
revisions to the DoD explosives safety criteria. Enhancing mishap reporting analyses and ESMAM capabilities will 
affect DoD explosives and system safety policies and standards. Leveraging these improvements within the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization and international explosives safety standards is also a critical function of the DDESB. 
Information obtained from mishap evaluations is used by the DoD Services and the DDESB to verify and improve 
our explosives safety standards and issuances. 
 

Introduction 
 
Previous papers presented at the 2008 Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board (DDESB) Seminar (ref. 1) 
and the 2009 International Systems Safety Conference/Joint Weapons System Safety Conference (ISSC/JWSSC) 
(ref. 2) describe the DDESB’s and the Joint Service Accident Evaluation Working Group’s (JSAEWG) historical 
charters and missions as well as introduce the Explosives Safety Mishap Analysis Module (ESMAM) (ref. 3) 
database. This paper is the next installment on the improvements to ESMAM, progress of the JSAEWG, and impacts 
of recent and historical mishaps on explosives safety criteria.  
 

ESMAM Improvements & JSAEWG Progress 
 
Improvements to ESMAM are closely tied to the progress of the JSAEWG. As aspects of mishap reporting are 
discussed in the working group, changes to ESMAM are evaluated and proposed. The ESMAM system currently 
resides at the McAlester Army Ammunition Plant (MCAAP) in McAlester, OK and is managed by the US Army 
Technical Center for Explosives Safety (USATCES) for the DDESB. A decision was made by the Army that this site 
will discontinue serving as a primary data center; therefore, many of its systems must be moved to other facilities. 
ESMAM is one of the systems designated for relocation and will relocate to servers at Space and Naval Warfare 
Systems Command (SPAWAR) in Charleston, SC by the end of calendar year 2010. 
 
The ESMAM system has been modified many times over its operational life. It has absorbed data and functionality 
previously performed by other systems. It has been pressed into use for short-term special projects that required the 
addition of intermediate, temporary, or modified data structures and functionality, some of which was not removed 
from the system at projects’ closures. Over time, the system has grown to contain features that are obsolete, functions 
that are not used, and data that are incomplete due to changes in business practices for data collection. There is no 
current system documentation of the ESMAM architecture, configuration, operation, or use. The ESMAM system 
was established long before many of the DoD system design and implementation standards were developed, and 
prior to the information assurance and compliance requirements enumerated in the Defense Information Systems 
Agency’s (DISA) Security Technical Implementation Guidelines (STIGs). The system’s security posture has had to 
be modified after the fact to address illicit access attempts, and no threat model or mitigation plan currently exists. 
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Consequently, the ESMAM does not currently have the ability to attain an Authority to Operate (ATO) without 
significant modification. 
 
The following list outlines the types of changes required to bring the ESMAM system into STIG compliance, 
relocate it to a new operational site, and fulfill users’ needs for new functionality. 
 

• Redesign the system following a robust design and development process that documents compliance with 
required standards; 

• Eliminate code, database tables, and other structures no longer in use;  
• Streamline and expand search functionality so it is easier to use, and use correctly; 
• Provide reporting, export, and printing capabilities to appropriate users;  
• Ensure secure access and protection for the system and its data; 
• Re-host the ESMAM system to an appropriately controlled environment that will fulfill all security and 

STIG compliance requirements. 
 
The ultimate goal is to ensure that the migrated/modernized ESMAM system will continue to provide all its current 
required functionality and enable the attainment of an ATO. The JSAEWG has worked with the contractor 
responsible for this migration process to ensure all of ESMAM’s current functionality is maintained. A great deal of 
effort has been spent describing various improvements the JSAEWG feels would benefit the user community. The 
working group defined user levels and their viewing, querying, downloading, and data entering permissions for the 
new version of ESMAM. Figure 1 illustrates the current ESMAM homepage and Figure 2 shows how the future 
ESMAM homepage may look. Note that the future ESMAM homepage will allow all users access to the search and 
chart tools that were previously only available to power users; although, records retrieved may be restricted by the 
user’s Service association. For example, Army users will only be able to fully access Army records and Air Force 
users will only be able to fully access Air Force records. The list of all records will be viewable with a form to 
request more details from the owning Service. Figures 3 through 5 detail how the charting function works in 
ESMAM today for power users; the revised ESMAM will allow all users to chart the data this way, but will restrict, 
by Service association, the drill down feature. ESMAM’s search capabilities appear in Figures 6 and 7. 
  

 
 

Figure 1 – ESMAM Current Homepage 
 



 
 

Figure 2 – Example ESMAM Future Homepage 
 

  
 

Figure 3 – ESMAM Charting: Fiscal Year by Mishap Class 
 



  
 

Figure 4 – ESMAM Charting: Fiscal Year by Mishaps/Injuries/Fatalities and by Mishap Types 
 

  
 

Figure 5 – ESMAM Charting: Fiscal Year by Generic Cause and by Hazard Class/Division 
 



 
 

Figure 6 – ESMAM Search Page 
 

 
 

Figure 7 – ESMAM Search Results 



Many improvements have been made to the ESMAM database in both data quality/integrity and analyses. As the 
JSAEWG has determined the need for changes to ESMAM, the USATCES database administrator has worked to 
find and implement solutions within ESMAM. As seen in Figures 5 through 7, ESMAM now has data fields for 
generic causes and the ability to chart hazard class versus mishap class as well as provide for a variety of searches or 
queries. As stated previously, there will be no loss in current capabilities during the migration to a new database host 
location. 
 
As a cross-Service representative group, the JSAEWG has reviewed and provided comments to the draft Department 
of Defense Instruction (DoDI) 6055.07 (ref. 4), Accident Investigation, Reporting, and Record Keeping, to ensure 
improvements to the reporting requirements for mishaps involving explosives thereby bringing greater visibility and 
lessons learned to the safety community. As of 1 October 2009, the cost thresholds for defining mishap classes 
increased (ref. 5), see Table 1. The JSAEWG continues to improve mishap data entry into ESMAM. As the Services 
upgrade their reporting/recordkeeping systems, the working group evaluates ways to leverage those improvements 
into ESMAM and eventually create a lessons learned database to improve accident prevention and training programs 
DoD-wide. To assist in these efforts, the working group is crafting a data dictionary that will not only define 
terms/fields currently in use in ESMAM, but will also define future terms/fields. These terms/fields will allow greater 
query functionality and eventually expanded charting capabilities. 
 

Table 1 — Chart of Accident Classification (refs. 4-5) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Impacts of Recent Mishaps 

 
Mishaps involving explosives continue to average only around two percent of all DoD mishaps. However, when they 
do occur, they are usually very damaging and costly to life, munitions stores, facilities and the environment. Two 
recent mishaps have led to four fatalities and one serious injury. The first mishap happened on 21 May 2009 at the 
Edgewood Area of the Aberdeen Proving Grounds in Maryland (ref. 6). During accuracy and fire control system 
testing of a Soviet T-55 tank, a 100mm high explosive anti-tank (HEAT) round prematurely detonated during the 
firing sequence. As a result, there were two fatalities, 1 serious injury, and the tank was destroyed. See Figures 8 and 
9 for photographs of the damage to the tank and gun tube. The investigation team determined nine findings of which 
seven were contributing either directly to the mishap or to the severity of the results. A lack of knowledge of the 
unique inspection requirements and the sensitive nature of the detonating cap of the 100mm HEAT round led to 
other failures in risk management such as planning, procedures, personal protective equipment, and execution. A 
working group has been established to work the safety issues of foreign munitions and the DDESB will improve 
DoD and applicable foreign munitions program issuances. 
 

Accident 
Class 

Criteria (Property Damage/Injury) 
Prior to FY2010 

Criteria (Property Damage/Injury) 
As of FY2010 

A ≥$1,000,000 and/or Fatality/Permanent 
Total Disability Injury 

≥$2,000,000 and/or Fatality/Permanent 
Total Disability Injury 

B ≥$200,000, but <$1,000,000 and/or 
Permanent Partial Disability Injury 

≥$500,000, but <$2,000,000 and/or 
Permanent Partial Disability Injury 

C ≥$20,000, but <$200,000 and/or Lost 
Time Injury 

≥$50,000, but <$500,000 and/or Lost 
Time Injury 

D ≥$2,000, but <$20,000 and No Lost 
Time Injury 

≥$2,000, but <$50,000 and No Lost Time 
Injury 

E Does not meet the severity criteria of A, 
B, C, or D 

Does not meet the severity criteria of A, 
B, C, or D 

Other Not reported by the Service Not reported by the Service 



 
 

Figure 8 – Photo of Mishap T-55 Tank 
 

 
 

Figure 9 – Photo of Right Side Gun Tube 
 

 



 
 

Figure 10 – Photo of Mishap Building at Redstone Arsenal 
 
An explosion occurred at the Aviation and Missile Research, Development and Engineering Center at the Redstone 
Arsenal in Alabama on 5 May 2010. Two individuals were killed as they worked on a process to separate ammonium 
perchlorate, an oxidizing agent used in missile fuel, from other elements. The process was intended to find out 
whether high-grade ammonium perchlorate could be recycled from old missiles to be used in new rocket systems. 
Figure 10 (ref. 7) is a view of the facility after the mishap. As the investigation is still on-going, little is known of the 
operations being performed or the causes of the mishap. 
 
A third mishap occurred at the Alliance Techsystems-Alleghany Ballistics Laboratory (ABL) located in Rocket 
Center, West Virginia (ref. 8) on 24 May 2010. It involved an explosion at a remotely-operated production mix 
building used to manufacture rocket motor propellant and energetic material for warheads. The explosion occurred 
during an un-attended, remote controlled, mix operation. Two employees were transported to the hospital for 
treatment of minor injuries and released. ABL has temporarily stopped production until an internal investigation 
determines the cause of the explosion. All safety measures functioned as intended. 

 
Impacts of Historical Mishaps 

 
Lessons from past mishaps provided the current explosives safety quantity-distance (QD) criteria detailed in 
reference 9. An historical account of the mishap records in ESMAM since the inception of the DDESB in fiscal year 
(FY) 1928 through FY 2007 is displayed in Figures 11 and 12. These figures illustrate the decrease in severity of the 
mishaps since the institution of the QD criteria in the 1949-1950 timeframe. Figure 11 depicts the total number of 
fatalities, injuries, and total mishaps in 10-year increments with the various military conflicts shown and the increase 
in DoD installations. In FY 1994, the ESMAM was designated as the central DoD database for explosives mishaps.  



 

 
 

Figure 11 – DoD Installation Growth in Relation to Munitions-Related Mishaps for Fiscal Years 1928-2007 
 

 
 

Figure 12 – Average Fatalities and Injuries by 10-Fiscal Year Periods for Fiscal Years 1928-2007 



Also in FY 2005, the Air Force stood up the Air Force Safety Automated System (AFSAS) and an effort by all of the 
Services to clean up their mishap databases was initiated. As seen in Figure 11, the total number of mishaps increases 
dramatically. This is most likely due to better reporting and recordkeeping. However, as seen in Figure 12, the 
average number of fatalities and injuries per mishap decreases significantly from almost 14 fatalities and 24 injuries 
per mishap in the 1940s to significantly less than 1 fatality and injury per mishap in the early 2000s. 
 
Since the original research performed on historical mishaps (FYs 1928-2007), further data analysis is being 
performed to verify all records are unique (no duplicates), ensure DoD-service involvement, and determine the type 
of operation performed at the time of the mishap. No new records were added for the FYs of 1928-1937. Figures 13 
through 16 illustrate the findings of this further research as completed to date for FYs 1938-1977. Research and data 
analyses continue for FYs beyond 1977, but are not complete as of the writing of this paper. The majority of mishaps 
occurred during manufacturing/production type operations, with the greatest number of fatalities occurring during 
handling operations, and greatest injuries during handling and manufacturing/production operations. From the data 
analyzed so far, the Navy has the most fatalities per mishap on average even though the Army and DoD Contractors 
have overall the largest numbers of mishaps. Also, the DoD Contractors and Navy have the greatest average injuries 
per mishap. 
 
Analyses of the latest historical mishaps from FY 2007 through FY 2009 have been conducted, as seen in Figure 17. 
The majority of mishaps occurred during weapons firing and training type operations. The greatest number of 
fatalities occurred during weapons firing and combat soldiering operations, with the greatest number of injuries 
occurring during weapons firing and training operations. DoD Contractors have the most fatalities per mishap on 
average even though the Army has overall the largest number of mishaps. Also, the DoD Contractors and Army have 
the greatest average injuries per mishap. Analyses of these mishaps indicate the vast majority involve hazard 
class/division 1.4 munitions, specifically, small arms ammunition, with human error being the main causes and only 
one or two individuals involved being injured or killed. In mishaps where significant numbers of fatalities or injuries 
are involved, the operations usually entail manufacturing /production and the causes usually track back to operational 
risk management.  
 
These mishap data are also shared within the international community through bi-lateral agreements and Munitions 
Safety Information Analysis Center (MSIAC) for the purpose of improving explosives safety during joint operations. 
In the past, specific mishaps have been analyzed and evaluated in detail to provide validation of risk-based models 
regarding the probability of event in the Safety Assessment For Explosives Risk (SAFER) tool (ref. 10). Historical 
mishaps have been examined to determine if the current explosives safety criteria for remote operations were 
adequate. Also, research on mishaps related to fire has been performed and further studies are being conducted to 
determine if the current DoD explosives safety criteria in reference 9 are adequate or need revision. 
 
 



 

Fiscal Years  1938 – 1947 

  

  
 

Figure 13 –Mishap Analysis for Fiscal Years 1938-1947 



 

Fiscal Years  1948 – 1957 

 
 

  
 

Figure 14 –Mishap Analysis for Fiscal Years 1948-1957 



 

Fiscal Years  1958 – 1967 

  

  
 

Figure 15 –Mishap Analysis for Fiscal Years 1958-1967 



 

Fiscal Years  1968 – 1977 

 
 

  
 

Figure 16 –Mishap Analysis for Fiscal Years 1968-1977 



 

Fiscal Years 2007 – 2009 

  

  
 

Figure 17 –Mishap Analysis for Fiscal Years 2007-2009 



Conclusions 
 

Since munitions processes are inherently dangerous and no one will ever be able to predict the magnitude and 
location of the next explosives mishap, complacency poses a significant risk. Therefore, appropriate explosives 
safety standards, awareness of safety procedures, and knowledge of explosives hazards along with a good safety 
culture are key ingredients of mishap prevention. While many challenges exist, through the cooperation and 
coordination within the JSAEWG, overall mishap reporting is improving. These efforts will be used to develop 
prompt distribution of lessons learned in an effort to prevent the next catastrophic explosives mishap.  The members 
of the JSAEWG have shown a willingness to improve mishap reporting and recognize the following challenges: 

 
• Providing lessons learned and mishap causes;  

• Reporting only Class A, B, and C mishaps as required by DoDI 6055.07 (ref. 4), and not Class D; and  

• Lacking Service visibility and involvement since explosives mishaps only make up about two percent of all DoD 
reportable accidents. 

The Service safety centers and the DDESB staff are using the information from all of these mishaps in a variety of 
ways to verify and improve our safety standards and issuances. Past mishaps have led to reviews of our standards for 
inhabited building distance, barricading, protective construction design, and deliberations on intentional detonations 
including the issuance of DDESB Technical Paper (TP) 21, Procedures For The Collection, Analysis, And 
Interpretation Of Explosion-Produced Debris – Revision 1, (ref. 11). 
 
As described in reference 1, the future work for the JSAEWG includes direct participation in mishap investigation 
and continuing improvement and clarification of DoD mishap record-keeping and reporting requirements in 
ESMAM by: 1) Creating better query functions and data filter choices; 2) Creating more user-friendly interfaces; 3) 
Adding lessons learned; and 4) Adding more mishap reports. As described in this paper, much progress towards 
these goals has been achieved and the groundwork for more improvements has been laid. 
 
In conclusion, ESMAM is a comprehensive database used for: 

• Services mishaps reporting and data improvements; 

• International collaboration and information sharing; 

• Validation of risk-based tools;  

• Verification of quantity-distance standards; and 

• Data mining for potential explosives safety criteria gaps. 
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ESMAM Improvements & 
JSAEWG Progress

 Explosives Safety Mishap Analysis Module (ESMAM)
 Data Sources
 Army
 Navy
 Air Force
 Marine Corps
 Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA)
 Foreign

 Developed in 1994
 Managed by US Army Technical Center for Explosives Safety 

(USATCES) for DDESB
 Future – Relocate servers and re-design
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ESMAM Improvements & 
JSAEWG Progress (continued)

 Joint Service Accident Evaluation Working Group 
(JSAEWG)
 Established 29 November 2006
 Membership
 DDESB – J. Covino (Chair)/K. Bigej
 ODUSD(I&E) Environmental Readiness & Safety 

(DoDI 6055.07) – J. Seibert
 DCMA – L. James
 Army – T. Roberts/A. Powers/T. Gallagher
 Navy – Cdr. A. Wooten/B. Hayes/A. Malson
 Air Force – Maj. S. Frith/G. Campbell
 Marine Corps – M. James
 Other representatives as needed
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 Current Database Improvements
 Data Quality/Integrity
 Data Analyses
 Data Fields for Generic Causes
 Ability to Chart Hazard Class vs. Mishap Class
 Variety of Searches/Queries
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 Future ESMAM System Changes
 Redesign using robust design and development process that 

documents compliance with required standards
 Eliminate code, tables, and other structures no longer in use
 Streamline and expand search functionality so it is easier to use, 

and use correctly
 Provide reporting, export, and printing capabilities to appropriate 

users
 Ensure secure access and protection for the system and its data
 Re-host to an appropriately controlled environment which will 

fulfill all security and STIG compliance requirements
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ESMAM Screenshots: Current & 
Future Homepages
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ESMAM Charting: 
Fiscal Year by Mishap Class
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ESMAM Charting: Fiscal Year by 
Mishaps/Injuries/Fatalities and by Mishap Types
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ESMAM Charting: Fiscal Year by Generic Cause 
and by Hazard Class/Division
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ESMAM Search Page
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ESMAM Search Results
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 JSAEWG Tasks & Accomplishments
 Reviewed and commented on draft DoDI 6055.07, Accident 

Investigation, Reporting, and Record Keeping
 Improve reporting requirements
 Greater visibility

 Improving mishap data entry into ESMAM
 Services upgrade reporting/recordkeeping systems
 Create lessons learned database
 Coordination on users’ viewing permissions

 Crafting data dictionary
 Agreement on definitions of generic causes
 Agreement on definitions of mishap types
 Coordination on defining mishap terms
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Mishap Classification Changes

Accident 
Class

Criteria (Property Damage/Injury)
Prior to FY2010

Criteria (Property Damage/Injury)
As of FY2010

A ≥$1,000,000 and/or Fatality/Permanent 
Total Disability Injury

≥$2,000,000 and/or Fatality/Permanent 
Total Disability Injury

B ≥$200,000, but <$1,000,000 and/or 
Permanent Partial Disability Injury

≥$500,000, but <$2,000,000 and/or 
Permanent Partial Disability Injury

C ≥$20,000, but <$200,000 and/or Lost 
Time Injury

≥$50,000, but <$500,000 and/or Lost 
Time Injury

D ≥$2,000, but <$20,000 and No Lost Time 
Injury

≥$2,000, but <$50,000 and No Lost Time 
Injury

E Does not meet the severity criteria of A, 
B, C, or D

Does not meet the severity criteria of A, 
B, C, or D

Other Not reported by the Service Not reported by the Service
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Impacts of Recent Mishaps

 Aberdeen Proving Grounds (Maryland)
 2 Fatalities & 1 Serious Injury; Tank Destroyed
 Foreign Munition Test Firing (21 May 2009)
 Working Group
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Impacts of Recent Mishaps (continued)

 Redstone Arsenal (Alabama)
 2 Fatalities;  

Facility
Severely
Damaged

 Separate 
Ammonium
Perchlorate
from Missiles
(5 May 2010)

 Investigation
On-going
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Impacts of Recent Mishaps (continued)

 Alleghany Ballistics Laboratory (West Virginia)
 2 Minor Injuries; Facility Destroyed
 Remote Controlled Mix Operation (24 May 2010)
 Investigation On-going
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Impacts of Historical Mishaps
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Impacts of Historical Mishaps (continued)
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Fiscal Years  1938 – 1947
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Fiscal Years  1948 – 1957
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Fiscal Years  1958 – 1967
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Fiscal Years  1968 – 1977
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Fiscal Years 2007 – 2009
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Conclusions

 Mishap Reporting Improving
 Challenges
 Lessons learned
 Mishap causes
 DoDI 6055.07 requires only Class A, B, and C be reported
 Service visibility and involvement

 Improve/Verify Safety Standards and Issuances
 IBD, Barricading, and Protective Construction Design 

(TP-21: Procedures for the Collection, Analysis, and Interpretation of Explosion-Produced 
Debris – Rev. 1)

 Program Evaluations
 Intentional Detonation Working Group
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Conclusions (continued)

 Future Work
 Continue to participate in significant mishap investigations
 Continue to improve ESMAM
 Better query functions and data filter options
 More user-friendly interfaces
 Lessons learned added to records
 Mishap reports added to records

 ESMAM is a comprehensive database used for:
 Services mishaps reporting and data improvements;
 International collaboration and information sharing;
 Validation of risk-based tools; 
 Verification of quantity-distance standards; and
 Data mining for potential explosives safety criteria gaps.
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Questions?
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